
Topic Homework in Year 3 

From the Stone Age to the Bronze Age  

Our topic this term is “From the Stone Age to the Bronze Age. Please encourage your child to extend their 

learning at home, by researching and completing these creative homework tasks. I would like to be able to display some great 

examples in the classroom. 

Imagine that you have been whisked back in 
time to Pre-historic Britain. You have been 
allowed to take one person or one object from 
2019. What or who would you take and how 
would you explain your choice? Explain your 
choice! 

Make up a quiz with facts about The Stone 
Age. Make sure you also have the answers! 

During the Stone Age, people lived in caves. If 
you had to live in a cave what would you like 
it to look like and what would be in it? Be as 
creative and imaginative as you like! Maybe 
you could build your own 3D cave to bring in! 
 

Make a Stone Age inspired cave painting. Use 
earthy colours for the picture. You could treat 
the paper with a tea-bag wash first to give it 
a real “stone age” effect 

Design and make an ancient stone circle or a 
replica of Stonehenge. Be creative in the way 
you make your stone circle. 

Stone Age people could not pop to the shop for 
food. Everything they ate had to be caught or 
collected. Write your own recipe for a stone 
age dinner using the sort of ingredients that 
would be available to them 

Write a diary entry about a boy or girl living 
in the Stone Age times. Think about the 
difficulties you will face every day.  

Cave Art!  

Make up your own story, it can be about 

anything you like but tell it through cave art 

pictures! 

Research and create a leaflet or fact file on 
what life was really like in Stone Age: 
-Food 
-Lifestyle 
-Clothing  
-Tools  
- Beliefs  
- Hunter-Gatherers  

Research an aspect of pre-historic Britain; the 
Stone Age or the Bronze Age and use what 
you find out to create a full project. You can 
present this in any way you wish. This can 
count as a whole term’s homework so really 
work your hardest and become your class 
expert. 

Stone Age people were skilled at tool making. 
They used materials from different sources to 
make a variety of tools designed for a 
particular job. Can you make your own Stone 
Age tools?  

Write a Stone/Bronze Age Poem.   
 
 

 

 


